
SHOOTING AN ELEPHANT CRITICAL ANALYSIS ESSAYS

A critical analysis on shooting George Orwell 's elephant "Shoot Elephant" is probably one of the most chosen articles in
English. This is a great article and an .

In the end, due to Orwell's decision, the elephant lay dying in a pool of blood. He clearly signals that he's
about to present his thesis when he says, "It was at this moment, as I stood there with the rifle in my hands,
that I first grasped the hollowness His job as a police officer gives him a close-up view of the brutalities of
imperialism. In Shooting an Elephant, the central fact is that of the inherent evilness and immorality of the
imperialist project. It has been described throughout from his own perspective. Orwell went to prep schools
and went on to Eton College. Only he can make the final decision. Part five is the last paragraph, he tells us
about why that he had to kill the elephant. We get the first-hand account of tortures and troubles suffered by a
colonial officer. His description of the tortured bodies of prisoners in their cells illustrates in physical terms
what he refers to when he speaks of the British Empire's dirty work. Orwell is deeply troubled by this
atmosphere of hostility, for he feels that he is on their side. He began to write and publish some work in
college periodicals All I knew was that I was struck between my hatred of the empire I served and my rage
against the evil-spirited little beast [the Burmese] who tried to make my job impossible?. Nothing is lost from
humiliation apart from personal pride. This paper, I believe, will lead us to an almost different conclusion. He
could deceive others but he could not deceive himself. Having come near shooting range of the wild beast, the
officer suddenly finds himself followed by a few thousand Burmese natives. Therefore his colonial writings
must have contained intense and insightful implications on colony, colonizers and the colonized. Sadly, for a
colonialist, the foremost thought is his display of power, even when it often manifests at the cost of justice,
prudence or poise in judgment. What the older Orwell is trying to do is to mend his own feelings of guilt by
trying to create circumstances that will allow him to live with himself. Orwell sends an orderly to get an
elephant rifle from a friend. His description of it is as a complete and totalizing oppressive force, tightly
clamped down on Burmese society. His interpretation of events is woven through his narrative descriptions of
those events. There were no other weighty considerations behind this.


